


 

Parking 
by Amanda Meglemre, GPSO Assistant Moderator 

Last Spring, GPSO Assembly members expressed concern about 
the parking situation on campus especially as it related to the 
construction of the new Henderson Garage.  The Transportation 
Policy Advisory Committee (TPAC) last met during the 2006-2007 
academic year; one of the issues they discussed was whether C 
parking passes should be permitted in the new garage.  A faculty 
member of TPAC confirmed that allowing C parking passes was 
discussed and included in the committee recommendations, but that 
recommendation was never acted upon.  TPAC did not meet at all in 
2007-2008, so the issue was not reconsidered.  In fact, Parking 
Operations was of the opinion that while TPAC discussed the issue, 
the recommendation was not an official recommendation.  I have 
been unable to find a copy of the TPAC report, but it seems that the 
issue of C passes may  not have been voted on. 
Because of the construction project, a number of other C parking 
pass spots were lost.  There was also some suggestion during a 
GPSO Assembly meeting that C spots in the Atwater  Garage were 
lost or that the lot had otherwise become more restricted.  I asked 
Doug Porter in Parking Operations about these issues.  Parking 
Operations has never had C spaces in any parking garages. There 
were some signs up in Atwater that said “A permits only 7-5” that 
have been taken down, but this does not affect the policy that 
vehicles parking between 7am and 5pm are to take a ticket and pay 
for any hours during that time. 
The Henderson parking lot had 144 spaces and 97 of them were C.  
During the garage construction, Parking Operations changed 24 A 
spaces in the Optometry lot to C.  Since the garage opened, Parking 
Operations changed 75 A spaces to C in surface lots between Third 
Street and 6th Street and 10 A spaces in the lot next to the Atwater 
garage to C.  The new 4th and Dunn lot changed 19 A spaces to C. 
One thing that grumbling graduate students should note is that the A
-permit/C-permit distinction is one that was created by the faculty 
council.  IU-Bloomington has a fairly generous policy since graduate 
students can qualify for the same permits that faculty members 
have.  If you only qualify for a C-permit (poor you says the GPSO 
Assistant Moderator who can get, at best, an E-permit) then the 
person to advocate with isn’t in Parking, it’s your advisor. However, 
be careful you don’t upset the applecart and land us all in C-permits.  
If you have questions or concerns about parking or about bicycle 
racks then you can contact me and I will look into it.  Or, you can 
contact Parking Operations directly (parking@indiana.edu ). 
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NEW: GPSO has allocated funding 
for Student Conferences at IUB 

Las year we received several requests for funding 
from student groups organizing conferences on the 

IUB campus. In response to these requests, the 
GPSO established a budget line that allows us to 

offer conference support bearing in mind the larger 
goal of encouraging the academic and professional 
development of graduate and professional students 

in Bloomington.  
 

The events must be local events and must be 
benefiting graduate and professional students on 

campus. The award amount per event is based on 
need (maximum of $250).  

 
In addition to financial support, the GPSO can also 

offer a space (The Grad Pad, IMU 088) in the 
Indiana Memorial Union for conference events. The 

space can be set up for casual receptions with 
comfy couches and oversized chairs or for more 

formal events such as symposiums with seating for 
approximately 50 (projector and screen available). 

  
We encourage all IUB academic departments to 

consider applying for this award when planning their 
next graduate-student oriented academic 

conference or event. To apply, please fill out the 
application form available on the GPSO website at: 

 
http://www.indiana.edu/~gpso/academic/

conferenceapp/conferenceapp.php  

Hungarian Sweet Cheese Balls 
(Turosgomboc—pronounced tOOrohsh-

gOHmbohts) 
These delicious cheese balls can be eaten as 
dessert (if one makes them very sweet and 
garnished with sour cream and blueberry jam) or as 
a second course for a light meal. 
 
 

A. Ingredients (makes approximately 2 dozen) 
1 (425g) Michigan Small Curd Cottage Cheese (4% milk fat) 
2 tablespoons of sugar 
3/4 of a cup cream of wheat 
1/4 of a cup Old London Classic (non-seasoned) bread crumbs 
2 eggs 
B. For coating mixture: 
1/2 cup Old London Classic (non-seasoned) bread crumbs 
2-3 tablespoons of vegetable oil 
Preparation: In a large bowl mix all ingredients (A) and let stand for 2-3 minutes. The composition should be dense enough to 
allow you to form walnut-sized balls. In a large pot start boiling water and once the water is boiling place the cheese balls in it. 
When they’re close to ready they will start floating. Boil them a bit longer than that – you can get one out and try it. When ready, 
place the cheese balls in a strainer.  
Coating: In a large pan (8-9 inch) mix the breadcrumbs and the oil (B) and heat until slightly browned. Once browned, take the 
pan off the stove and add sugar to taste (3-4 tablespoons should work). Roll the drained cheese balls in this mixture. Serve 
warm. According to taste, you can add sour cream and blueberry jam on top.  
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